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COMMERCIAL 
CONSTRUCTION 
SOLUTIONS

TURNKEY MODULAR SPACE AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS



 WILLSCOT.COM  |   MOBILEMINI.COMOur solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

+   Help your people be more com-
fortable with clean, high-quality 
facilities

+   A variety of configurations allow 
you to accommodate any number 
of users

+   Smaller units can be configured as 
private ADA facilities

+   We also offer office units with 
built-in restrooms

Restroom Solutions

WE HELP YOU 
KEEP YOUR 
PROJECT 
MOVING

At WillScot Mobile Mini, we know the success of a 
construction project depends on reducing uncertainty 
and risk. We help you achieve this by providing the 
temporary workspace and storage you need to work 
the project efficiently. Construction clients call us 
constantly because they can count on us to deliver 
in every way. We handle the space, so they can focus 
on building.

We make your life easier

As North America’s largest provider of 
modular space, we have exactly the right 
units for your project, ready to roll to any 
location. One call and you get the offices 
and storage you need, plus the Essentials 
– all the furnishings, fixtures, tech, security 
and more to make your space Ready to 
Work from day one. We take care of every 
detail for you, so you can stay productive 
on your project.

Uses for construction

+ Breakrooms

+ Client and VIP hospitality

+ Conference rooms

+ Construction offices

+ Equipment storage

+ Planning hubs

+ Restrooms

+ Sales offices

+ Tool cribs

+ Worksite HQs

Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

+   Make your space anything it needs 
to be with limitless flexibility and 
easy scalability

+   Scale up or down as the project 
changes and house all crew mem-
bers in one complex

+   Motion-activated LED lighting, solar 
lighting, reflective roof coating and 
double-paned windows make FLEX 
energy efficient and cost effective

FLEX®

+   Accommodate any sized crew. 
Open up more floor space. Readily 
handle any need

+   Furnish your space your way, from 
cubicles to ergonomic standing 
desks and chairs

+   Create a conference center, café, 
breakroom, or all of the above

+   Order your unit data-ready, for fast 
hookup to internet, WiFi, printers 
and more

Modular Complexes

+   Trailers and ground-level offices in 
sizes to meet any need

+   We can provide all the furnishings 
and fixtures so you can be produc-
tive day one

+   Easily handle and store blueprints 
with our Planning Package

+   Magnetic lights with motion sensors 
can be placed anywhere for better 
visibility

Construction Offices

+   Ready-to-go container configuration 
gets you set up and functioning fast

+   Our units can be placed in the tight-
est of spaces anywhere on your site

+   Shipping container construction 
stands up to harsh weather and 
heavy usage

+   We can deliver the unit already 
outfitted with the furnishings and 
fixtures you need

Ground-Level Offices

+   Secure units to protect valuable 
worksite equipment, tools and 
supplies

+   Durable high-gauge steel construc-
tion holds up to harsh working 
conditions

+   A wide range of sizes and door 
configurations let you customize to 
your needs

+   Add PRORACK shelving, magnetic 
lights and sturdy locks for limitless 
customization

Storage Containers

Ready solutions for construction



Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.
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EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED FOR YOUR 
SPACE, INSIDE 
AND OUT.

Office
Packages

Data
Package

Café
Packages

Planning
Package

Conference Room
Packages

Container
Shelving

Container
Locks

Container
Pipe Racks

Protection
Plans

Workstation
Packages

Cubicle
Packages

Health & Safety Entrance
Packages

Portable Container 
Lights

Portable Storage 
Units

The Essentials

We offer a breadth of ready-to-go Essentials packages 
that cover the most typical needs. Plus we provide 
these packages at multiple levels, from simple, quality 
products that accommodate your construction teams, 
to more premium options suitable for entertaining 
customers and VIPs.


